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Where children learn 
and grow together 

Hatherley Infant School is an inner city 
community school, with around 180 children 
on roll.  Children all live locally and come 
from very diverse backgrounds, with an 
ever increasing percentage of children 
coming from ethnic minority backgrounds.  
A significant number of children on entry 
are at early stages of learning English. The 
percentage of children who speak English 
as an additional language is well above the 
national average.  17 different languages 
are spoken at home.  The proportion of 
children who are entitled to FSM is slightly 
higher than average.  The percentage of 
children requiring SEN support on the 
Code of Practice is significantly above the 
national average. 

The school has an excellent reputation 
within the local community and is 
frequently oversubscribed. Visitors always 
compliment the school on its happy, positive 
and inclusive ethos.

Although school was judged Outstanding 
in 2009; little staff mobility or professional 
development over time, combined with 
a changing demographic, led to a school 
which was not in line with this judgement.  
By the time I joined as Headteacher in 2011, 
school had lost its vision and direction 
and many areas required improvement.  
In September 2011, we began our journey 

back to outstanding, putting children at the 
heart of all school improvement.  Our recent 
very good Ofsted inspection identified 
Outstanding elements and celebrated our 
many school improvements.  However, our 
journey continues!

Distributed leadership and shared decision 
making was needed to engage all staff in 
school improvement.  This culture of shared 
responsibility, along with a cohesive system 
for school self-evaluation, has brought 
confidence amongst staff in establishing 
a clear vision and direction.  Teaching 
and learning is now the focus of all staff 
training and development. 

We began by introducing a rigorous 
and transparent system for tracking the 
performance of individual pupils.  Termly 
pupil progress meetings, with high 
expectations and a clear focus on progress, 
ensure teachers now have ownership of the 
data and this is used to inform planning and 
to personalise learning.  This along with the 
introduction of more regular monitoring and 
a strong cycle of performance management 
has impacted upon accountability; teachers 
now relentlessly focus on improving pupil 
progress.

We are proud of all our learners and 
building upon the principles of Assessment 
for Learning we introduced ‘Successful 
Learners’.  This action research project 
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led by Di Pardoe, focused on improving 
motivation and raising achievement 
through helping learners make sense of 
their learning.  This helped to develop a 
deepening of understanding by establishing 
a common language of learning and creating 
a culture where everyone is a learner.  
Children now have more active involvement 
in learning and are able to explain what they 
are learning and why.  They exhibit more 
responsible learning behaviours and can 
now articulate what they already know and 
can do as well as what they need to do to 
improve.  They have greater perseverance 
and strategies for problem solving and now 
make consistent progress in learning.  In 
our recent Ofsted inspection, inspectors 
recognised that children at Hatherley have 
‘outstanding attitudes to learning’. 

Children currently enter the Early Years 
Foundation Stage with skills that are 
generally well below those expected 
for their age.  By the end of Year Two 
outcomes have previously shown that 
we are consistently above national and 
local averages.  Despite a recent dip in 
attainment, progress is now at least good 
and we hope to continue to build on this 
success with standards returning to above 
national.  Ofsted found that pupils make 
good and sometimes outstanding progress 
in reading, writing and maths from low 
starting points.

The need for a common language of learning 
and consistency throughout the school, also 
led to the introduction of Read Write Inc.  
This particularly supports the needs of our 
EAL pupils and has led to rapid improvements 
particularly in teaching and learning of 
phonics. Building on this success, evident in 
children’s achievement as well as staff skills 
and confidence, we have just introduced 
Maths Makes Sense.  This, combined with 
the new national curriculum, has led to a 
review of our curriculum drivers to ensure 
we are providing a curriculum that meets the 
needs of all our learners.

As a school in an area of significant 
deprivation, we strive to provide opportunities 
to meet all children’s needs, developing 
emotional awareness and enquiring minds.  
Our challenge is for children to leave us as 
enthusiastic, well-motivated learners who 
understand that they have a future which is 
full of possibilities.


